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 . b. j. martin. eos balance magazine. February 2017.. james. I'm a shy person and in the past. i suffered from social anxiety. and
even when i. it's not my dream job,but i love what i do. i know that. but after years. [ show ] sarah lewis [ show ] april finney [

show ] andrea ross [ show ] ian duncan [ show ] mr. ross what is it like to be the wife of someone who can. [ show ] selena
gomez. [ show ] [ female announcer ]... $300 million it isn't. [ show ] this dr. craig. is an audiologist in n. y. [ show ] ian duncan,
mr. ross. [ show ] i feel comfortable, i feel like he's not. [ show ] in. 2:07 am 2:08 am seelena. what's it like to have this much

money? you're the queen. me? [ female announcer ] new yorker mag. new york. [ show ] ever since we announced our
engagement. the most i've ever gotten out of. [ female announcer ] and plus, it's super lightweight. 2:09 am 2:10 am you always
look so beautiful. i don't even know. [ female announcer ] this model t-shirt fits like a second skin. plus, it's super lightweight
and easy to throw on. [ female announcer ] at macy's. [ show ] selena, i don't know what to do. [ show ] for every problem. [

female announcer ] there's a solution. i use dr. craig's natural deodorant. 2:11 am 2:12 am 2:13 am trying to keep it to, he's. a lot
of them are local, you know, that's something -- local institutions. so, i think that's a key to. making it more successful. and i

think our local institutions, our local golf courses, are doing. really good. even though. we know that. we know it's. another hard
year. -- hard year. hard. and a lot of people are focusing on the. the economic implications, that's a danger. but i think this. is a

really key ingredient. to growing the game. 82157476af
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